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Useful Contacts 
 

Service  Organisation/Name   Contact 

Emergencies Gas Emergency (24hrs)   0800 111 999 
999   UK Power Networks (24hrs)  105 
   Water Leak Line (24hrs)   0800 820 999 
Community PCSO Richard Bradley   101 or email 

Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk  
Non-urgent and other enquiries 101 

   Community Warden Team  07811 271 299 
   Neighbourhood Watch   Martin Porter - email 
   porter118@btinternet.com  

Crime Stoppers    0800 555111 
   Community Safety Dover   01304 872220 
   Consumer Direct    01845 4040506 
   Childline      0800 1111 

Kent County Council   08458 247247 
   Dover District Council   01304 821199 
   Craig Mackinlay  MP   01843 589266 
   Ash Parish Council Clerk   01304 832909 
   Citizens Advice (Dover area)  0844 8487978 

   Ash Village Hall Enquiries  01304 813087 
Environmental Health   01304 872215 

   Trading Standards    0845 4040506 
Ash Library     01304 812440 

Healthcare NHS Medical Helpline (24hrs)  111 or www.nhs.uk  
   Out of Hours Doctor Service  0844 8001234 
   Ash Surgery     01304 812227 
   Hospitals - Kent and Canterbury 01227 766877 
       QEQM Margate  01843 225544 
       William Harvey  01233 633331 
   Pharmacy - Ash (Boots)   01304 812242 

Education  KCC Area Office    03000 414141 
   Cartwright and Kelsey School  01304 812539 
   St Faith’s Prep School   01304 813409 
   Sandwich Technology School  01304 610000 
   Sir Roger Manwood School  01304 613286 

Transport  National Rail TrainTracker™  0871 2004950 
   Stagecoach East Kent Ltd  0845 6002299 

~ If an error is noted please inform the editors ~ 

 

mailto:Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk
mailto:Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk
mailto:porter118@btinternet.com
http://www.nhs.uk/
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This magazine is produced by St. 
Nicholas Parish Church. We 

welcome items from individuals and 
village organisations. All items 
should come with a note of the 
contributor’s name. The editor 

reserves the right both to edit and 
not to publish anything she 

receives. Items on church matters 
do not represent the official position 

of the Church of England. 

 

Email copy for the next edition by 
Wednesday 10th February at 

rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com or 
post hard copy at 69, The Street, 

Ash. 

Products and services advertised 
have not been tested and are not 
endorsed by the Parish Church. 

Send advertising enquiries to    

Front cover illustration A view 
from the Ash church yard, based 
on a photo taken in June 2020.  

By Pat Coles 

 

Magazine Subscription  
 
Never miss an edition of your 
favourite parish magazine! 
To arrange to a subscription 
including magazine delivery to 
your door (within the parish) 
phone Rebecca on 07443 
605873. 

23 

mailto:rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com
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Church Notices 
 

February Services In-Church and Online 

Due to local evidence on infection rates, the capacity of the local health 
care system, and the demographic of our congregation, the Benefice has 
decided that it is not safe at the present time to hold public worship in our 
parish churches. 
 
We appreciate your understanding in this matter but the safety of our 
congregation must always be paramount. 
 
Please keep an eye on the Canonry Benefice Weekly News Sheet 
at www.canonrybenefice.org.uk for any updates. 
  
Our regular live-streamed online Sunday service will continue at 11am 
every Sunday in February, and will be available to watch via our 
Facebook page and You Tube Channel 
www.facebook.com/thecanonrybenefice 
www.youtube.com/thecanonrybenefice 
  

A seasonal photograph from the archives 

http://www.canonrybenefice.org.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/thecanonrybenefice
http://www.youtube.com/thecanonrybenefice
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The Parish Letter 
 

Life for millions of people across the globe has radically changed in the 
past eleven months, thousands of people are dying every day, killed by 
an invisible enemy, the global economy is heading towards a deep 
recession and governments are asking their citizens to make sacrifices in 
the name of the collective good. For many, this is a scenario that conjures 
memories of previous global crises, dark times that were thought to 
belong to the past – for example in Europe - World War II. But, are we at 
war against the coronavirus?  

There's a number of parallels that can be drawn between World War II 
and the COVID-19 pandemic: the exceptionally high number of deaths, 
measured every day, immediately reminds us of a war death toll – though 
it doesn't compare with the 60 million victims of World War II. The 
interruption of normal life routines, the shortages of certain services, the 
economic decline: these are all phenomena that occurred during World 
War II and that we have witnessed during the unfolding of the current 
pandemic. 

But, the majority of historians think the analogy isn't quite fitting. For 
example, Martin Evans, professor of Modern European History at Sussex 
University, states, The parallel is quite dangerous, because the virus is 
not an ideology, it's not a war against a nation or state… In terms of 
thinking about history, it's much better to go back to previous examples of 
pandemics and to think how societies dealt with those pandemics and 
reacted to them. He has a strong point: How we respond and learn from 
the present pandemic should interest us, rather than comparisons with 
the last world war. Just a few 
random thoughts of how we might 
learn and respond: 

What good habits have we learned in 
lockdown that we want to keep? 
Many think of the lifting of lockdown 
as the chance for a re-boot, but what 
if the re-boot was the lockdown 
itself? We like to present as people 
in control of our lives, directing 
changes when they need to be 
made, fully signed up to the self-
improvement agenda. But our 
environment plays a much bigger 
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role in the shaping of our lives and character than we dare admit. We may 
not have intended these new habits, but some of them will have been 
good for us. So, which are the ones we must hold on to at all costs?  

Should we hit the ground listening? It’s said that the hardest thing in 
leadership is to do nothing. We feel the onus to be doing something – and 
to be seen doing it. Activist, alpha leadership models have us running 
fast, to stay ahead of the game. But we are emerging after an 
earthquake. Those who do so don’t rush to the nearest piece of rubble to 
remove it. They listen carefully for the frail voices of those crying out from 
under other masonry. More time than is comfortable might be spent 
listening for these voices, but the wait will be worth it. 

 It’s OK not to have all the answers. In fluid, uncertain times, people want 
to invest trust in leaders. It makes them less anxious. Jumping on leaders 
who make mistakes is an expression of this. Right now, people are 
winging it in leadership across the UK, trying to make it up as they go 
along while pretending to be on top of things. It’s alright to be confused 
and uncertain, and to admit it, because we want to create an honest 
culture coming out of lockdown. Shared wisdom is called for. One person 
does not have all the answers.  

Keep a sabbath rhythm. Though lockdown feels like wading through 
treacle, there may be a better rhythm to how we live. Why sacrifice this on 
return? Rested people are more creative, able to hear, and see things, 
when they aren’t exhausted. They are also less risk-averse.  

Let’s care for the mental health of others. It’s been a generational thing. 
There is still talk of mental breakdowns and people who can’t ‘cut it’; but 
younger generations are leading the way in an openness about mental 
health issue and well-being. Overcoming clinical depression and other 
mental illnesses is not merely an act of will. 

In a world that is crying out for hope, let’s proclaim the living hope through 
the resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ. No, this isn’t the least important 
because it’s last. We believe in the resurrection of the body. In a society 
short on hope, we have something utterly distinctive and life-saving to 
share. There is a Gospel to proclaim, not to excuse. Not being able to say 
much about God and where he has been these last few weeks will only 
reinforce some people in thinking our faith is not durable in a crisis. But 
our boldness should be rooted in a listening spirit. Our interaction with 
others starts with our ears and our eyes, not our mouths. To return to a 
basic question: What has changed in us?  

Rev David Moulden 
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Onlooker 
A councillor’s view of the Ash Parish council meeting held on Monday 

4th January 2020. 

The parish poet’s back again, I wish in better times. 
That blasted Covid virus has crossed too many lines! 
And so to Parish business, off we go again, 
Meetings, plans and mayhem, 
I’ll note them with my pen. 
First off, to Saunders Lane we must return, 
And the very messy business of those wretched housing plans. 
Our chairman and his deputy and Trevor from DDC, 
Met with some head honchos, with a deadly plea. 
They shared their disgust of process and outcome of Saunders Lane 
They made it very clear, it should not happen again. 
Apparently new criteria, with regards these windfall sites 
Will stop a repetition of this awful plight. 
The Dover district councillor report was full of traffic trauma 
Litter, lorries, Christmas time, some pre-Brexit drama. 
Good news too, hurrah we shout, happiness is found 
A mere £3.2 million regeneration fund, give or take a pound. 
Websites for businesses who struggle, in this virus time 
More electric charging points to help the climate line. 
Kent County Council also had their bit to say, more testing sites are 
running 
And travel cards, for now not used, will this month be refunded. 
The PCSO’s joined us too and spoke of a mystery vandal 
Who catapults our windows, how shall we catch this rascal? 
Now to matters of the earth and pleasant wild flowers 
Upon the rec a strip shall be for you lot to admire. 
Financial talk did then ensue about the current precept 
A lowering per household peeps, ‘result’ ‘good gad’, ‘well said’. 
The NDP, by April now, a legal document will be, 
Thank goodness, wow, we’re nearly there, a journey it has been. 
So now I bid you all farewell and wish you all good health 
For a deeper peek into these matters, to the Parish website you should 
stealth. 
 

Contact the Parish Council via Clerk Christine Haggart: phone 01304 
832 909 or email clerk@ashparishcouncil.gov.uk  or visit the Parish 
Council website https://ashparishcouncil.gov.uk   

tel:01304%20832%20909
tel:01304%20832%20909
mailto:clerk@ashparishcouncil.gov.uk
https://ashparishcouncil.gov.uk/
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Vaccinations – Ash Surgery 
 
GOOD NEWS - The vaccination programme has begun across our 
Primary Care Network, starting with the over 80's.  
We are part of a hub at Minster Surgery, and this is where the 
vaccinations are currently being administered.  
Patients are being invited on a tier basis, grouped into categories with 
care home residents and the over 80's in the first tier.  
We are also expecting the Oxford vaccine imminently, which will mean we 
can deliver this locally, much as we did with this year's flu clinics. 
Patients do not need to contact their surgeries, they will be invited when it 
is their turn.  
Please bear in mind that our capacity to deliver the vaccine very much 
depends on availability and delivery but rest assured that we are working 
exceedingly hard to ensure our patients receive this as soon as possible, 
as outlined above. 

Sue Skinner, Practice Manager, Ash Surgery 

 
Ash Neighbourhood Development Plan  
 
Consultation on the Ash Neighbourhood Development Plan finished in 
January.   
The next step will be a public examination and it is hoped that this will be 
before May.   
The good news is that the Ash NDP can now be considered alongside 
new planning applications. After May, if Covid-19 restrictions are lifted, a 
referendum will be held.   
If the plan is agreed then the Ash NDP will finally be a formal planning 
document and its policies will have to be followed. 

Christine Haggart , Clerk to Ash Parish Council 

 
Save the Date 
Chequer Inn Ash Society Annual Members Meeting  
 
Monday 15th March 2021 
7pm-8pm 
Zoom details will be emailed, please look out for our email 
correspondence. 
For those without internet access please can you ring the Chairman on 
01304 813010 to discuss your situation. 

Jane Greaves 
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Happy Birthday, Daphne! 
 

On February 12, Daphne Stephens will mark her 90th birthday. Happy 
birthday, Daphne. 
 
Daphne was born to Edmund and Ethel May Shackleton in Wimbledon in 

1931 sandwiched 
between two  brothers, 
Eric and Bryan. 
Daphne was evacuated 
in 1939, where she had 
to live at a local 
vicarage as nobody 
wanted to put up a girl; 
only to  return home 
after a few months. 

Daphne's father was an air-raid warden and in 
1942 her Wimbledon home was bombed, so 
she was evacuated again. 
In 1945 Daphne got her first job as a shoe 
sales assistant with Freeman Hardy and Willis. 
After a year she gained an apprenticeship with 
Elys of Wimbledon where she  met her husband 
William. They have been together ever since 
and will be celebrating their 66th wedding 
anniversary this year. 
Daphne was a very active sportsperson and ran 
for Wimbledon, winning many medals. 
In the 1950s, after a number of years 
competing in dance competitions, they opened 

their own ballroom dancing school, until The Twist called time on the 
fashion. The pair would still clear dance floors with their jive for many 
years to come. 
After a number of other jobs including barmaid and telephonist, Daphne 
and her husband opened a small clothes and haberdashers shop on the 
Uxbridge Road in Middlesex where she worked for 30 years. 
Mum has been an active Freemason for over 40 years and also a 
member of the Ash WI. 
Daphne has a son, Andrew; daughter-in-law, Kerry; two grandchildren, 
William and Grace; two step-grandchildren, Mary and Jonathan. She is 
very proud of her family and loves spending time with them. 

Andy Stephens 
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Ash Together 
Community Garden Proposal 
 
Ash Together is an initiative to encourage more use of one of our village’s 
most prominent assets. 
 
We are planning to develop a Community Garden on a plot of land in the 
centre of the village measuring about 20m long and 10 m wide. We are inviting 
all local residents who are interested to contact us. This plan will only go 
ahead of course, if there is sufficient interest. 
 
What is a community garden? 
A community garden is a joint effort amongst interested parties to create a 
green space where all people involved share part of the upkeep and garden 
rewards. Many different groups of people may come together to form such a 
garden. You may be a keen gardener or a novice; you may be between jobs or 
recovering from ill health; you may have experienced some small or large 
changes in your life. Being part of this Community Garden start-up may just 
appeal to you. If we don’t hear from you we don’t know about you! 
 
Why create a community garden? 
Community gardens allow for the creation of social ties and can build a greater 
feeling of community. These are connections that can build a sense of 
belonging and purpose. Many neighbourhoods, villages and towns as well as 
cities provide opportunities for residents to become involved with community 
gardens. It can grow vegetables, flowers or a community. It can heal and give 
hope for a brighter future. 
 
What about the allotments? 
Allotments are available in the village and are situated beside the Recreation 
ground. They have a set size with responsibility placed on the tenant. 
Applications for Allotments are via the Parish Council. 
 
Where are there examples of Community Gardens? 
Both these local initiatives are much bigger and ambitious that what we are 
proposing! They will however give you an example of what can be achieved.  
The Physic Garden, Faversham https://www.abbeyphysic.org/ 
and in Margate there is the Garden Gate project 
www.thegardengateproject.co.uk 
 
We have an email – hello@cias.uk  and really look forward to hearing from 
you. Alternatively, you can ring one of the committee members on 01304 
813010 with your ideas.  

The Chequer Inn Ash Society management committee  

https://www.abbeyphysic.org/
http://www.thegardengateproject.co.uk/
mailto:hello@cias.uk
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Friends of St Nicholas Church Ash 
Zoom AGM 
 
Last August the Committee of the Friends postponed the AGM from 
September due to the pandemic. All other events and committee 
meetings were also suspended. 
Due to the wonders of Zoom we managed to hold a “Zoom committee 
meeting” with some success on December 16th. The internet in Ash 
seems to be struggling a bit and one or two of use froze out for a few 
seconds, but on the whole a full agenda was completed fairly quickly. 
One item on the agenda was the AGM and our success at Zoom has led 
us to propose holding an AGM on line using Zoom on Tuesday 23rd 
February.  
All Friends members will be emailed the details in due course. Should any 
interested parties wish to be included could they please let the Secretary 
know by emailing a request to fstnicholas@gmail.com and they will be 
added to the invitation circulation. Should anyone require hints and tips 
on Zoom, to be able to attend, this can be arranged. 
We would also invite you to join the Friends, for a modest annual 
subscription, by requesting a membership form from the Secretary from 
the same email address.  
We are, in common with the world, having a difficult time raising funds for 
our projects and new members’ subscriptions would help us in this as we 
have no other income at the moment. 

Chris Denby, Hon.Sec. 

 
League of friends for Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
Ash Branch 
 
We made £187 50 on Saturday 12th December at Pound Corner with our 
sale of jams, chutneys and other items. I would like to thank everybody 
that helped and supported us.  
Also, including that amount, we made a total of £336.00 for December 
through our stall at St Peter’s church, Sandwich. We are very grateful for 
all the support we have had and look forward to being able to get back 
after the lockdown.  
Regarding donations of used stamps, could the used stamps have about 
1/2 inch of envelope round each one if possible please. If there is anyone 
who is interested in helping us please do not hesitate to get in touch.  

Marion Martin 

mailto:fstnicholas@gmail.com
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Ash Advent Windows Trail 2020 
  
We're sure you will agree that the village went above and beyond with its 
amazing festive decorations over the Christmas period with glorious light 
displays in every road and we just wanted to update you on the final total 
that has been submitted to our charities from the maps sold for the 
Advent Windows Trail. 
A total of £360 was sent to each of our charities, The Trussell Trust and 
Porchlight. Separately one of our window providers Louise raised £172 
directly via a giving page and her employers kindly added £50 for each 
charity - a total of £272. So, all in all we raised £992 by our collective 
endeavours! Well done everyone and thank you for making this 
possible. Hopefully we will do this again next year and raise even more! 
In the meantime, some of you may have noticed a few love hearts 
popping up in windows around the village. I think it's so gloomy and grim 
at the moment that I think we need a new thing to focus on and give a 
little cheer, and I for one don't want to wait till Valentine’s Day to cover the 
village with love. Let's put some hearts in our windows already - in 
whatever form you like, paper, painted, knitted, stitched .... and maybe 
add some blue ones for the NHS and maybe some rainbow hearts.... 
You've already shown an amazing creativity, let's let it run riot again! 

  

Alison Craddock and Debbie Carthew 

 
Census 2021  
 
Households across Kent will soon be asked to take part in Census 2021. 
The census is a once-in-a-decade survey that gives us the most accurate 
estimate of all the people and households in England and Wales. It has 
been carried out every decade since 1801, with the exception of 1941. 
It will be the first run predominantly online, with households receiving a 
letter with a unique access code, allowing them to complete the 
questionnaire on their computers, phones or tablets. 
Census day will be on March 21, but households will receive letters with 
online codes allowing them to take part from early March.  
The census will include questions about your sex, age, work, health, 
education, household size and ethnicity. And, for the first time, there will 
be a question asking people whether they have served in the armed 
forces, as well as voluntary questions for those aged 16 and over on 
sexual orientation and gender identity. Results will be available within 12 
months, although personal records will be locked away for 100 years, 
kept safe for future generations.  
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The Friends of Elmstone and Preston Churches 
Christmas at Elmstone and Preston Churches 
 
As we were unable to celebrate Christmas in our Churches, it was 

decided to have a decorated 
tree outside each Church, as it 
was felt important to have a 
presence in the 
community.  Two beautiful 
trees from Preston Garden 
Centre were adorned with 
1,000 white lights.  Visitors 
then came along to Elmstone 
Church and St. Mildred's on 
the weekend of 12/13 
December with their 
decorations, and David 
Moulden blessed each 
tree.  Despite the cold, damp 
weather, many people joined in 
and we know that more came 
to see the trees at other times 
and really appreciated 
them.  Many positive 
comments have been made.  A 
collection was made for the 
children of the Charity, Educate 
for Change, which made £180 
for the children's Christmas 
party (for photos, please see 
overleaf).  Our thanks to 
Preston Garden Centre for 
their help with the trees, 
Richard Mortley, (Wingham 
Woodcraft), for making all the 
wooden decorations, Holly at 
Preston Village Shop for 
having these available for 
everyone to collect and 
decorate and Mike Rayner for 
removing the trees.  The 
decorations have been saved 
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and, if anyone would like to have theirs back, please call 01227 722704, 
to arrange a suitable collection time once Covid restrictions have been 
lifted.     
 
For 2021 
 
The Friends' Committee is due to meet in March when we hope to be able 
to discuss possible events for this year. 

Elizabeth Timms 
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Puma Power Plant Provided Precision! 
 
PPP may not have realised it but you played a part in the research I 
carried out into removal of bacteria from raw River Thames water before it 
splurged out into our taps:  clean and sparkling! 
 
In 1977 I was nearing the end of three years of field work on the Slow 
Sand Filter Beds of Hampton Treatment Works. I collected samples by 
rowing out in all weathers, wrapped in a wetsuit with helmet, goggles and 
taped-up yellow Marigolds, all covering my shivering body; freezing most 
of the time. My lab assistant (who did the rowing) and I were not allowed 
to moor up so we were blown all over the place by winds whilst I dangled 
over the edge of the boat immersed  for about an hour from the waist 
upwards (but pointed down into the water); I was hooking up sample 
tubes that I had embedded several weeks earlier. Ye Gods, it was chilly, 
for both of us!!  But I was in my early twenties and had no fear of the 
shivers! An early example of cold water swimming!  
 
I was funded by Thames Water/NERC/Royal Holloway College, London 
University to examine the organisms which inhabited spaces between 
sand particles as the river water was filtered “very slowly” downwards.  
These organisms scoffed much of the bacteria in the water and hence it 
emerged much cleaner. 
 
Research students made all our equipment because there was nothing 
that could be bought “off the peg” and towards the end of the research I 
designed and built two pilot filters for use in an outside wet lab to do more 
precise measurements of, for example, oxygen concentrations using 
probes inserted at different depths in a sand column. 
Finding a water pump to deliver the water at such slow speeds was 
getting difficult until my supervisor and the chief technician found the 
booklet produced by the Puma Power Plant. I ordered two pumps and 
fixed them to the columns. I did remember the quaint address at Ash-
next-Sandwich. 
 
Photos show a naked pilot filter with all the probes on display and also 
one dressed with the blackout boards in place; in this latter photo you can 
see the circular PPP pump attached to the equipment. For nerds there is 
a third photo from the front which has the profile of the pump visible.  
 
It was successful research; I was the first in a series of research students 
at Royal Holloway which had Thames Water and NERC backing. 
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At that time I lived near RHC in Virginia Water, Surrey but in in 1987 I 
moved with my husband and young family to Ash when I started my first 
teaching post at Sir Roger Manwood’s School. It was only when I was 

sewing my daughter’s 
Brownie badge onto her 
uniform “First Ash-next-
Sandwich” that the penny 
dropped that this was the 
same place! 
 
The precision pumps made 
at the Puma Power Plant 
assisted in the research 
into the processes involved 
in clean water production 
for zillions of glasses of 
bright, clean ,sparkling 
water!! 
 
Thank you PPP, NERC, 
TW and RHC!! And all the 
chilled-to-the-bone lab 
assistants who rowed me 
on my way! 
 
The 1987 house that I have 
lived in with my family for 
over one third of a century 
is positioned on the 
remains of an old sewage 
treatment works in Pudding 
Lane where parts of the 
walls and clinker from the 
beds are still visible in the 
garden.  
That was the dirty end of 
water treatment; my 
research - at the clean 
end!! 

 

Dr Denise Lodge, Pudding Lane 
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More on Shopping 
One of the First Supermarkets 

 
My great-grandfather, a Trinity House Pilot, living in Blenheim Road, Deal, 
had ten children.  (Television had not been invented then).  The eldest 
two boys Charles and Alfred, were told “this house is not big enough for 
you two and me, and I am not going”. 
So he sent them both on apprenticeships to London and subsequently 

bought them a 
shop in 
Cheshunt 
Hertfordshire, 
one a gents’ 
outfitters and 
one a grocers. 
My father, son 
of Charles, 
returning from 
chasing the 
Turks out of 
the Holy Land 
in the First 
World War 
in1919, 
subsequently 
with both 
parents dying 
early, took 
over running 
the shop.  
I recall that 
during the 
school 
holidays, 
I  would take 
off the linen 

wrapping from the large blocks of Cheddar cheese, bone out the sides of 
bacon, weigh out sugar, rice and biscuits into brown paper bags (not a 
plastic bag in sight!) and many other jobs. 
The lady of the house would sit on a chair by the counter, and compose 
her order for the week with the help of the shop assistant. Or, one of the 
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employees 
would cycle 
round the 
district 
collecting 
orders on a 
Monday or 
Tuesday, to be 
delivered by 
van on 
Thursday or 
Friday. 
Roses in 
Sandwich and 
Tuttons 
opposite Ash 
church, were 
other examples 
of grocery and 
provision shops 
existing in 
those times. 
Another of my 
father`s shops 
was burnt 
down by 
incendiary 
bombs during 
the blitz in 
1940. 
In 1964, my 
father, 
wishing  to 
retire, sold the business to Keymarkets, who demolished the lovely 
building and replaced it with one of the first supermarkets In Britain. 
After father died in 1986, a reader of The Hertfordshire Mercury wrote to 
the editor:  “The passing of Mr Blaxland marks the end of an 
era. Prominent in Cheshunt High Street, Blaxland’s Grocer Shop has 
been equated with quality and service delivered with the personal touch 
over two generations. It will be sad to no longer see the Black and Gold 
vans delivering our orders.  Thank you for the memory Mr Blaxland.” 

Denis Blaxland 
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The Atwood Fund 

  

Scaffolding remains around the spire of St Nicholas Church in Ash. 

Funding for the vital repairs comes from a little-known trust. 

  

Our medieval parish churches and ancient cathedrals surely represent, 
collectively, the "jewel in the crown" of England's built heritage, not 
surprisingly protected as Grade 1 Listed Buildings. 

  

Yet despite the universal admiration and acknowledged importance of this 
magnificent inheritance, those responsible for their protection and 
expensive upkeep - the clergy, churchwardens and congregation - 
receive no assistance at all from public funds. The burden instead falls on 
each individual parish, where the congregation itself must raise the funds 
not only to support its clergy and find all running expenses, but also those 
for repair and maintenance, sometimes competing for additional 
assistance from likely fund-holding bodies - or praying for a very generous 
benefactor! 

  

Here in Ash we are very fortunate indeed with our Friends of St Nicholas, 
who raise considerable funds to defray the costs of constant repairs and 
improvements. But as we take note of the present scaffolding up on our 
spire, it is a very appropriate time to pay tribute to a lady whose 
remarkable generosity has made this entire project possible. Last month's 
magazine carried details about the nature of the work required and, not 
surprisingly, we hear the question asked: "Where do the funds come from 
for such a considerably expensive task?" It is called, quite simply, the 
Atwood Fund, whose sole purpose is for the repair and maintenance of 
the church. 

  

On 9th November 1995, Miss Mary Irene Atwood died at the age of 89. 
She had been an almost lifelong resident of Sandwich and, together with 
her elder sister, Kathleen, who died in 1985 aged 85, was a very well 
known and respected local figure. 

  

The two sisters had occupied their house in St George's Road since 1928 
and had both been Sunday school teachers among numerous other 
voluntary roles locally. After many years as organist in two of the 
Sandwich churches, Kathleen served as organist here in Ash from 1951 
to 1965. Not surprisingly, therefore, the pair were a very familiar sight in 
the neighbourhood as they drove together, twice every Sunday, between 
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Sandwich and Ash. Until 1963 this journey was undertaken in an Austin 
Seven dating from the early 1930s, and thereafter in a little Austin Mini! 

  

On the passing of Mary Atwood, two remarkable legacies were created - 
one for the benefit of St Clement, Sandwich, and the other for St 
Nicholas, Ash. From the resulting trust fund, the income arising (in our 
case) would benefit St Nicholas, Ash, being stipulated in particular "for the 
maintenance, repair or improvement of the fabric." The PCC has, 
therefore, been able to plan carefully in the long term and set aside 
urgent funds for the spire repairs when the inevitable time came. 

  

We are very fortunate indeed in being the beneficiaries of Miss Atwood's 
generosity and it is felt that now is the time to record this fact and the 
PCC are exploring ways to do this. 

Peter Ewart 

 
Have Your Say 
 
Dover District Council is commencing consultation on the draft Dover 
District Local Plan (Regulation 18) for a period of eight weeks. 
The draft Dover District Local Plan, Sustainability Appraisal, Habitats 
Regulations Assessment and associated supporting documents will be 
available for you to view and comment on between the following dates: 
Start date: 20/01/21 09:00 
End date: 17/03/21 17:00 
Please select the following link to view these events: 
https://dover-consult.objective.co.uk/kse 
If the link appears to be broken, please try copying the entire link into the 
address bar on your web browser. 
If you have any issues accessing the Draft Local Plan online, please 
telephone the Local Plan team on 01304 872244 - between the hours of 
10:00-12:00 Monday - Thursday for assistance or 
email localplan@dover.gov.uk 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Get in touch 

The parish magazine is a place for sharing local news and views and to 

celebrate our wonderful people, places and achievements. 

If you have a story to share, please do get in touch. Email 

rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com or post hard copy to 69 The Street, Ash. 

https://dover-consult.objective.co.uk/kse
mailto:localplan@dover.gov.uk
mailto:rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com
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A Matter of Conservation II 
Copy of actual correspondence with The Monkey Sanctuary. With thanks 
to Liz Rath for sending it in. 
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Garden Jottings for February 

It is truly good to be able to be in the garden after the short dark rainy days of 
last month, so here are some ideas for this month’s gardening. 

Make sure all those rogue leaves are now raked off the lawn and bagged up or 
composted. With all the rain, larger leaves tend to stick in the grass, especially 
where it is a little longer owning to the wet Autumn weather, making the ground 
yellow and muddy. Areas of the lawn that are waterlogged can be spiked with 
a fort and have some sand brushed into the holes to aid drainage but keep off 
excessively muddy and wet areas. 

Some trees and plants like Hydrangeas held onto their foliage much later than 
normal this year, but don’t be tempted to remove last year’s dead flowers from 
the Hydrangeas as they serve to shield the emerging buds from cold weather. 

We had a beautiful hoar frost some weekends back, unexpectedly, but do try 
to keep aware of forecasts of a dip in the temperature and take measures to 
help plants survive. A layer of fleece, bubble wrap or even newspaper will fend 
off cold snaps and insulate tender plants either in the garden or inside the 
greenhouse.  

In a mild winter such as we have had, so far, plants tend to start into growth 
early and can be shrivelled by cold winds and heavy frost. Camelias in bud are 
often spoilt if they are frosted and in a position where the early morning sun 
shines on them causing scorching of buds and loss of blossom. Try to cover 
small species in the event of a cold forecast, but ideally try to plant where this 
won’t occur! 

Keep feeding fish to a minimum, any food not eaten in a few minutes will sink 
down and pollute the water. Remember to place a large ball or empty plastic 
container in the pond this can be removed to allow the access of oxygen under 
the ice. Do not smash ice, it stresses the fish. 

We are lucky this season to have such a surfeit of fruit and berries. The birds 
have really enjoyed the fallen apples in the orchards and Ivy berries in my 
hedges. Keep bird feeders topped up and clean. Tables should be scrubbed 
and bowls kept full of clean water.  

House plants benefit from repotting now (if large, remove 203 inches of old 
compost from the top surface and replace with fresh) and give them some 
liquid plant food. Leaves can be cleaned on Peace Lilies, Cheese Plants, 
Philodendron, Ivies and Orchid plants. I find a little milk applied with a soft 
cloth will remove dust and a clean cloth will then polish up these smooth shiny 
types of leaves.  

When flowers on Christmas Cactus and Amaryllis have finished they should be 
given a feed and then watered sparingly. When Amaryllis leaves have 
yellowed, cease watering until next October. House plant bulbs of Hyacinths 
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and Narcissi which have now died back can be dried and saved to plant out in 
the garden later in the Autumn. Do not over-water plants and cuttings as they 
will rot off. 

Keeping picking spinach, chard and sprouts and when sprouts are all picked 
use the top growth on the stalk as a good source of vitamins and a tasty green 
vegetable. These plants can get top-heavy and may need staking and firming 
in the ground on wet soil. Bend over leaves of cauliflower to protect the curd 
from frost burn. Harvest Savoy cabbages as they grow large enough. Any 
yellow foliage from brassicas should be removed and added to the compost 
bin.  

Sow peas, broad beans and spinach along with winter lettuce and tomatoes 
indoors. A small propagator is useful to start seeds early or you can grow them 
on a warm window sill. 

Rhubarb can be forced to provide early young stalks – covering them with a 
bucket or large pot. Autumn raspberries should be cut back to the ground if not 
already done and given a mulch. 

Try to open the door to air the greenhouse on mild days. Keep water cans full 
in the greenhouse to keep the water warm rather than straight out of the water 
butt outside. 

Small gardens cannot always have room for a proper herbaceous border but it 
is often possible to have a mixed flower border where annuals, tender plants 
and herbaceous perennials will grow well together. Don’t forget walls and 
fences in small gardens. Roses, clematis, winter jasmine and sweet peas will 
make the garden appear larger and give plenty of extra colour and foliage to 
set off the borders.  

Sow some annual seeds indoors now, but wait until March or April to sow 
outdoors. Choose as many bee-friendly flowers as you can. Cosmos, 
Marigolds, Clary Sage, Larkspur and Salvias all attract friendly insects, as to 
lavenders and all the herbs. 

Look around the garden and cut back some leaves on Hellebores as they hide 
the flowers and become tatty, but don’t cut all of them away. I don’t like the 
look of naked flower stems! Some shrubs to look out for, or find to plant, to 
enhance the garden at this time of year are Witch Hazels, Winter Honeysuckle, 
Winter Jasmine and Almond trees which will brighten dismal days, some will 
also bring lovely perfume such as Daphne and Christmas Box. Only plant new 
roses, shrubs or trees if the soil is not frozen or water logged. 

With hope for a sunny spell and a healthy month to cheer us and welcome 
Spring bulbs. 

Christine Brown 
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Food Stories  
Latvian Red Cabbage      

 

I was born in Riga in Latvia with a Russian grandmother.  During the war 
together with my parents and younger brother we fled Latvia and moved 
around Europe for several years.  We arrived in the UK in 1949, settling in 
Nottinghamshire where most of my family still live.  

Our new 
home in 
England had 
large 
grounds and 
we were 
soon 
growing all 
our 
vegetables 
and fruit and 
we kept 
chickens, 
ducks, 
geese and 
pigs.  
My mother, 

Nora Lassmens, was 
an excellent cook and 
with all this produce we 
still prepared many of 
our traditional Latvian 
dishes.  
But, Nora loved 
company and parties 
and being a very 
imaginative cook was 
soon compiling new 
recipes to entertain her 
numerous friends. 
From the early days 
she went to work at a 
local hospital as a 
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nursing assistant where she remained for over 20 years.   
I grew up with good cooking and entertaining being a way of life. It is no 
surprise that I came to London and trained professionally as a caterer 
before eventually moving to Hoaden and establishing my boarding cattery 
at Cherry Thatch, the Cat’Otel.   
This little book contains dozens of my mother’s handwritten recipes and 
handy household tips.  Many of the pages are charred after I had to 
rescue it from my house fire.   
Here is one of Nora’s traditional recipes. 
             
Ingredients: 
 
1 medium red cabbage 
2 medium onions 
2 apples – cooking or desert 
2 level tablespoons caraway seed (or to 
taste) 
2 tablespoon vinegar (white wine for 
preference or cider or malt vinegar) 
1 medium glass red wine (optional – can use 
stock instead) 
2-3 oz butter 
2 oz brown sugar 
Salt and pepper to taste 
 
Preparation: 
 
Slice cabbage, onions and cored but unpeeled apples 
Mix all ingredients together and put in ovenproof dish 

Cook in oven 160℃/140℃ fan for 11/2 – 2 hours turning regularly.  Add 
more stock or wine as necessary. 
Cabbage should be well cooked – could add more salt/pepper or sugar to 
taste at this stage 
Cool – can be left in fridge for 2-3 days and is very suitable for freezing. 
Recipe is clear that the dish should be left to cool and settle and then 
reheated to serve (can use microwave – dot top with little more butter or 
add little more stock or wine.    
Traditionally for Christmas the cabbage dish is served with goose and 
sauerkraut but is good at any time with pork or braised beef.     

Irene Elliott                                                                          
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Stories from the Archives (12) 
From Ash to Tasmania – with ringlets! 

At a time when two thirds of university graduates went on to take Holy 
Orders despite insufficient openings being available in the Church of 
England, it was very useful to be "well connected" when seeking a curacy. 
Or, indeed, when existing clergymen hoped for a more fulfilling or 
remunerative post. At the beginning of Victoria's reign, when this was 
particularly the case, St Nicholas, Ash, known among the clergy as "the 
stepping stone", was a much sought after incumbency. 

It was not the modest £150 living which attracted newly ordained men but 
its link to the "movers and shakers" of the Canterbury Diocese and the 
fact that an appointment to this parish was - and had long been - in the 
gift of the Archbishop. Indeed, incumbents here found themselves the 
Archbishop's "perpetual curate", not a vicar. In 1833, the Rev'd George 
Gleig, a former soldier well known to the Duke of Wellington, left St 
Nicholas and soon raised his profile - from Chaplain at the Royal Hospital, 
Chelsea, to an appointment as Chaplain General to the Army, the most 
senior cleric in the British armed forces. The next four at Ash owed their 
position here entirely to their connections with Archbishop William 
Howley, and detailed research reveals that they were all, in addition, 
linked to each other through public school, university, marriage and their 
strong Cathedral ties. 
 
During the 1830s and '40s, the Rev'ds Charles Forster, John Jebb, 
Francis Russell Nixon and Edward Penny all served at Ash - in that order. 
Forster and Jebb were not only related but were closely linked to the so-
called Clapham Sect, a liberal, anti-slavery movement which boasted 
William Wilberforce and Hannah More among their luminaries. Forster's 
sister-in-law married Howley's domestic chaplain, Benjamin Harrison, a 
residentiary canon at the Cathedral, active member of the Clapham Sect 
and later an Archdeacon. Jebb was a nephew of the late Bishop of 
Limerick but lasted at Ash only a few weeks. Nixon and Penny 
shared alma maters, both served in Canterbury (Nixon as Archbishop 
Howley's chaplain) before coming to Ash and both drew heavily on their 
own private funds to restore Ash church.  
 
Howley also appointed Forster, Nixon, Penny - and indeed Harrison - to 
the position of "Six Preacher," a prestigious preferment at the Cathedral 
dating from Tudor times which, although by the 1830s no longer attracted 
pecuniary advantage, nevertheless reflected a strong public endorsement 
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by the Archbishop of the time. With only six clergy holding this privilege at 
any one time, Ash was providing a remarkably strong cohort. Not only 
that, but two sisters from Clapham found themselves married to a third of 
the Six!  
 
 All did well. Forster moved to Stisted, Essex (£900 p.a.) where he wrote 
authoritatively for the rest of his life. Young Jebb, dragged from Ash by his 
protesting wife, became a leading figure in the English choral revival, an 
authority on the Anglican choral tradition and was widely published. 
Penny not only continued the restoration of St Nicholas, but enticed the 
impressive young architect, William Butterfield, to this parish and to 
Penny's next, St Martin's at Great Mongeham, where he imposed the new 
style. Penny's impressive memorial can be seen in the Cathedral’s south-
west transept - alongside Forster's! 

 
Was this a classic case of "It's not what 
you know, but who you know"? Yes, to 
an extent. But at this time, early in the 
period of the Anglo-Catholic revival 
following the Oxford Movement, 
Archbishop Howley was keen to identify 
impressive young clergy who merited 
encouragement and advancement. And 
this introduces us to the exception - 
Francis Russell Nixon. This young man 
was certainly well connected but there is 
no question that he was also extremely 
able. Once Howley had heard him 
address a public meeting in Canterbury, 
Nixon was going places - chaplain to 
Howley, Six Preacher and soon installed 
on Howley's "stepping stone" at Ash.  
 
The congregation here welcomed this 

"remarkable man, both in appearance and character. Good looking, coal 
black hair, piercing black eyes, tenacious in his rights, extremely correct 
with regard to costume and all other points of etiquette, devoted to the 
fine arts and a beautiful draughtsman."  And, hopefully, a devout and 
energetic priest!  It's true that he was, certainly, an accomplished artist - 
indeed he and his father enjoyed friendly links with JMW Turner. Here at 
St Nicholas, quite apart from bringing his devotion and personality to 
bear, he launched himself into pushing through the many alterations and 

Francis Russell Nixon: "Good looking, 
coal black hair, piercing black eyes" ... 
and what beautiful ringlets! 
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improvements considered necessary to the building at a time when 
parishes countrywide were being swept along by the Gothic Revival, or 
New Renaissance, developments. The rustic interior at Ash gradually 
gave way to High Victorian and these changes would be continued under 
later incumbents. However, the writer has often wondered whether the 
congregation was, at least initially, more impressed by their new 
incumbent's beautifully coiffured shiny black ringlets than any other 
qualities! 
 
Who was to pay for all this rebuilding? Nixon himself - from the proceeds 
of a 600-page tome which was published just as he was sent on his way 
again. It was entitled Lectures - Historical, Doctrinal & Practical, on the 
Catechism of the Church of England. Well, with a title like that it was 
bound to be a best seller, wasn't it? And so it was! The proceeds paid for 
the Ash restoration and yet more generosity was to follow shortly. But his 
time at Ash was complete after only four years when he was consecrated 
Bishop of Van Diemen's Land (what we know as Tasmania) in 
Westminster Abbey in 1842. Ash was losing its high-flying clergyman but 
he was never to forget this parish. Sadly, tragedy struck before the Nixon 
family departed these shores, when their five year old son died. The boy's 
poignant memorial looks down on the nave today from high above the 
western arches of the south colonnade. Their journey Down Under and 
the travels and travails of the Bishop and his family in Tasmania are 
recorded in the wonderful memoir produced by his (second) wife, which 
she entitled The Pioneer Bishop in V.D.L. 
 
Nixon's 20 years in Tasmania were too eventful and controversial to find 
space here, but suffice to say his forthright character, his decisiveness, 
energy and readiness to campaign were to bring him into frequent sharp 
conflict with the civil, military and even ecclesiastical authorities - not at all 
unusual for colonial bishops of the period. His diocese was vast but he 
made strenuous attempts to visit every far flung corner for which he was 
responsible. One epic odyssey around the islands of the Bass Straits 
found fame after he wrote and illustrated his own account - The Cruise of 
the Beacon. 
 
Back in Ash, where Rev'd Edward Penny and his successors continued 
with the restoration of the church, they were more than gratified to receive 
a letter from Tasmania, in which Bishop Nixon explained that a 2nd 
edition of his 1842 Lectures had been successful and that he wished all 
proceeds to be placed at the disposal of the clergy and churchwardens of 
St Nicholas. In fact he formally waived all copyright and instructed Ash to 
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use the funds as they saw fit, for (a) continuing the restoration work, and 
(b) to pay for the new chapel erected at Ware for the benefit of outlying 
parishioners in Westmarsh and environs. Large bills were therefore 
immediately paid - and more work planned! Philanthropic clergy have long 
been noted for generous building benefactions, but one wonders if Ware 
chapel is unique in being financed entirely from the proceeds of a single 
book. A book that - handily for Ash - went to six editions! After Nixon's 
time, Westmarsh became a separate parish before being returned to St 
Nicholas a century later. 
 
The Bishop enjoyed at least one long furlough in England, travelling up 
and down the country delivering sermons and lectures to raise funds for 
his fledgling diocese. Not surprisingly, he received a warm welcome here 
when he preached to old friends twice in a day and witnessed at first 
hand the changes and "beautification of the fabric of St Nicholas." His 
entitlement to sit in the House of Lords enabled him to make a vigorous 
speech criticising the evils of transporting convicts to his diocese on the 
other side of the world and the wretched condition in which they reached 
the penal colony of Tasmania. Nixon didn't begin the campaign to abolish 
transportation but this powerful and moving contribution drove the last nail 
in the coffin of the penal system of the day. 
 
After two decades out there, his health broke - nothing unusual about that 
in the mission field - and he returned to England and retired to Italy for the 
sake of his health, which gave him a new lease of life but appears to have 
killed his second wife. A third marriage followed and he fathered his 12th 
and 13th children as he approached his 70th birthday. His prodigious 
energy has hitherto been referred to ... 
 
Nixon must be counted as the most accomplished clergyman to have 
ministered to Ash's parishioners in the entire 19th century. His 
publications and paintings have drawn praise and his controversial 
Tasmanian episcopacy was the talk of the time, but in the Kentish 
backwater which he never forgot there also remained a deep gratitude for 
the remarkable largesse he bestowed upon his last English parish, the 
visible reminders of which remain with us in Ash to this day. 

Peter Ewart 

 
The continued temporary closures of the Ash Heritage Centre and the 
Cathedral Archives during the latest lockdown have prevented access to 
most sources relating to Ash, so the writer has once again drawn upon 
research he had already completed. 
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February Reflections 
 
As we all await our call for the vaccines, there is a powerful sense of hope 
for the future despite the continuing measures that we have become used 
to living by. Meanwhile, Nature moves on its own special path; with birds 
sorting out partners, territories some even beginning to nest build, their 
songs loud and clear whatever the weather. We will probably still have 
some of the over wintering species here, especially if the last few weeks 
have been very cold and even snowy, a good excuse to wrap up warm 
and walk at Stonelee’s reserve or perhaps along the sea path from Minnis 
Bay towards St, Nicholas at Wade and Herne bay to view the waders, 
cormorants and other sea birds. Sunsets are often quite spectacular over 
the sea towards Reculver towers.  

I have been at my eldest son’s on the outskirts of Norwich since the 
second lockdown, never expecting to stay this long, but grateful for their 
welcome to stay until it’s safer to travel back to Kent, perhaps once I’ve 
received my first dose of vaccine. I miss the village and my friends and 
family in Ash and the surrounding areas and hope that others who live 
alone are getting support and managing to keep in touch with those 
important to them using Facetime and Zoom and so on. Around 
Christmas, the river Wensum flooded over its banks into the many acres 
of water-meadows around the city, doing their job of protecting the city 
and housing areas quite spectacularly, but our usual dog walking paths 
were about 2 foot under water for a few days! The river has now (First 
week of Jan) returned to its banks and we can slip and slide across the 
mud, but there were some spectacular skies and beautiful reflections that 
made exploration fun though challenging. I expect there were similar 
scenes along the Stour with meadows flooding after the storm. This 
month the first bulbs will be showing and many of the trees bearing 
catkins are already showing that spring is just beginning to wake, by the 
end of the month lambs will be gamboling if the weather is kind and local 
farms may be getting ready to put them on show if the restrictions allow. If 
we are lucky, we might get to see hares racing and boxing as the males 
compete to find a mate.  

I hope that those couples who have had to postpone weddings will soon 
know when they will be able to go ahead, even if it still means smaller 
numbers and masks. I know some families are also waiting to hold 
services to remember loved ones whose Covid related deaths made 
funerals and grieving an especially difficult time, my thoughts and prayers 
are with you as I’m sure they are from many others. I hope too that our 
churches will be able to reopen so that soon we will be able to sing and 
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worship together again.  Once we have worked through Lent, we can 
hopefully prepare for Easter in a way that might make up for what was 
missing at Christmas. This year Lent begins on 17th of this month with 
Tues 16th being pancake day. For Christians, Lent like Advent is 
historically a time of fasting and preparation for the festival to come, 
though we have to contemplate the horrors of the Crucifixion before the 
wonder of the Resurrection leads us into Easter day. I pray that it will truly 
be a celebration to remember, unlike last March when I spent most of that 
month making scrub bags! (I was glad to be able to do something 
helpful.) 

To finish on a lighter note, Valentine’s day of course falls right in the 
middle of the month, so a brief look at customs around the world (more 
information online) and a quick reminder of who we think he was and why 
he is associated with love: Valentine was a priest who lived in  the 3rd 
century in Rome under the rule of the second Emperor Claudius, he had 
banned young men from marrying as he had decided that they made 
better soldiers if they didn’t have wives and children at home. Valentine 

took pity on the young couples and 
married them in secret. Another 
legend suggests that he was also 
responsible for helping Christians 
escape from torture in the cruel 
Roman prisons. But Claudius heard 
of the priest’s efforts and had him 
killed. So his name was ever linked 
to love. 

Victorian England is responsible for 
us not signing Valentine cards as 
away of avoiding ill luck, Roses 
were given, red, of course, as the 
supposed favourite flower of Venus 
the Roman goddess of love. In 
Wales, St. Dwynwen’s day on 
January 25th was the traditional day 
for young men to give their chosen 
partner an elaborately carved 
wooden Love Spoon, they often turn 
up on the TV antique programmes. 
It is said that they were first carved 
by sailors while out at sea to ensure 
that they would get back to their 
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sweethearts. France is still considered to be the epicenter of love and 
romance, since Charles Duke of Orleans sent his wife a love letter from 
prison in 1415. A village called Valentine holds a festival from 12 to14th 
when the houses and trees are decorated and roses and cards abound. 
These days (allowing for pandemics!) people celebrate with flowers, cards 
good food and wine, of course! In the Philippines , the government 
sponsors a day for many young couples to marry at a gala event as a 
public service! Bulgaria expects its couples to toast their love in local wine 
and celebrate that countries many wine makers. Ghana, as one of the 
biggest cocoa producers has a loving chocolate festival, difficult choice 
between those last two! Spain’s feast day of Dionysus (not apparently the 
same as the Greek god of wine) is when couples exchange marzipan 
sweets molded into little figures or animals, known as Macadora. The 
Czech Republic celebrates romance and couples kiss under the cherry 
blossom trees for good luck. In Miao in south west China, a Sisters 
festival is held; the young women wear beautiful traditional dresses with 
elaborate silver headdresses and accessories. They prepare special 
coloured rice dishes and sit at long tables in the street. The young men 
opposite them are served the dishes on fine silk and may find clues in the 
dish to let them know what the girl feels about them. In Korea and Japan 
the women give the men gifts of houmei-choco, a homemade confection. 
Then on March 14th White Day, the men respond with gifts of white 
chocolate. Korea also has a Black Day, when singles meet up to share a 
dish of white noodles in a black sauce. Slovenia celebrates St Valentine 
as the saint of Spring, so working the land is the priority on that day, they 
use St Gregory’s Day on March 12th as their romantic celebration and in 
Romania, young couples walk in the forests to pick flowers and washed 
their faces in the snow to bring good luck. Finally, Finland and Estonia 
use Feb 14th to celebrate and honour all love and friendships; cards and 
little gifts given to friends, family and neighbours and in Denmark friends 
and lovers will exchange handmade cards, often with snowdrops pressed 
inside as well as the more usual roses and chocolates. 

So I think that this Valentine’s day we should celebrate and honour all 
those we hold dear; family members and friends. Cards, letters, texts, 
face-time etc, but let’s try and make someone’s day by letting them know 
how much they mean to us, whether we are able to see or visit them or 
not. Stay well, enjoy good walks, listen to the birds, notice signs of spring, 
get the vaccine and hold on to the positive for the coming seasons.  

Best wishes to you all.  

Pat  Coles 
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Dear Readers, 

Please support our local businesses 

and advertisers by using their services 

and do say that you saw their 

advertisement in the parish magazine! 

If you would like to advertise in the 

parish magazine, please email 

ashpm.ads@gmail.com 

mailto:ashpm.ads@gmail.com
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Please support our local business by using their services 
as you are able. 

If you would like to advertise here, please contact: 

ashpm.ads@gmail.com 

mailto:ashpm.ads@gmail.com
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Please support our local business by using their 
services as you are able. 

If you would like to advertise here, please contact: 

ashpm.ads@gmail.com 

mailto:ashpm.ads@gmail.com
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